
SEATS & SAFETY
The Maxi movie has high quality pneumatich proportion 
system 3DOF with smooth and accurate and silent 
motion.
The seats are at customer choice and can be in faux 
leather cinema style, leather or Sport seats Sparco in faux 
leater. Colour of seat also at customer choice.
The structure of the seats is in durable metal reinforced 
to last in the time.
Each seat equipped with arm rest, seat belt and in fire 
retardant faux leather B1, B2 or equivalent.
Each motion base 3 DOF is complete of 4 individual seats 
the motion base is bolted on the floor.

The Maxi movie is delighting audiences around the world. 
The system combines 3DOF platform movements with in-built effects 
such as air blast, leg ticklers, water spray and vibration. 

Moreover, for a more exciting experience, the Maxi Movie Theatre is 
equipped with Full HD Projectors, Audio 5.1 surround sound with Array 
System, 3D Screen and more environmental effects like wind, strobe 
lights, bubbles, snow, fog laser and much more. 

This attraction is suitable for all age guests above 5 years age and it 
can be installed in a small area because minimum size is 4 seats. Maxi 
Movie Theatre is a great solution for Theme Parks, Water Parks, Fun Fair, 
Museum, FEC and Malls.

SYSTEM
The system is modular as you can add as many multiple of 4 seats motion bases 
as you wish.
High Performance screw compressor FINI complete of air tanks.
Maximu payload: 500 KG. each platform Projection system can be with Dual 
Projectors (FULL HD 10.000 Ansi Lumen each one)  with silver screen and 3D 
Circular polarized plastic glasses and 3D Glass polarized filters, with VR Headsets 
or with active glasses depending 
from customer choice. 
The computer can play any 
movie and is complete of Editor 
System to give to the user the 
possibility to programme the 
motion and the special effects 
for the movies.
Computer and electric box are 
under UPS to bring platforms 
in rest position in case of 
power failure and switch on 
automatically emergency lights.

4D EFFECTS

Flight simulator • Italian advanced technology in the world

Ferretti International s.r.l.

COMPLIANCE CERTIFICATE
Maxi movie is coming complete of CE Certificate, 
electrical diagramm, manual for maintenance and repair 
and kit of spare parts. All parts made in Italy or from 
Europe.

Ferretti International s.r.l.
42044 SANTA VITTORIA (Reggio Emilia) 
Strada Statale 63, 118 - Italy
Tel. +39 0522 833521 / +39 0522 833227
Fax +39 0522 833192 / Mobile: +39 335 5855325
Internet: www.ferretti-simulator.com
E-mail: info@ferretti.simulator.it
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